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About This Game

Hardware Enginnering is a simplified digital circuit design game presenting an opportunity to dive into digital engineering with
ease. The game goes from the basic logic components to those of a great complexity, so that the expertise of player who has

gone through the whole game is comparable with first college levels, and yet the game requires no previous knowledge of
electronic design or programming.

Every new theoretical idea is first presented to you in a tutorial and subsequently practised in the near workspace. The outputs
of your design efforts are tested through a list of tasks, so that there are practically infinitely-many ways to reach the next level,

although some are more optimized than others. However, the more ingenuous designs begin to be an absolute necessity when
you move further in the game.

There are four game modes featured.
Slow-paced Tutorial and Design modes allow you to design each component they further use from the basic logic. A set of 25

(+hidden) achievements then makes your progress visible to others.

Sandbox mode gives you all components available in game with infinite workspace to create, test, debug and save whatever you
want for further use or publication, and even when you run out of challenges there, there is the option of competing with other

players (currently in Alpha test phase).

All game's components, levels and tasks are stored in a readable format to be easy to edit or create. Scripting of new
components, writing new levels and tutorials as well as tests is possible using respective editors included in the game.
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Please note that the game is in Alpha and ONLINE ONLY.
The original though was that the game would be available on all kind of devices (in various versions), and not all of them (e. g.
tablets or smartphones) could bear the complexity of simulation or some other aspects of gameplay (e. g. compilation). It was a
design choice made early in the development process and is currently not revertable. We are, however, planning to rewrite the

code for the release from the Alpha stage.
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Title: Hardware Engineering
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Pb Studios
Publisher:
Pb Studios
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (SP1) with .NET 4.0 and Windows Media Player

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Optional

Additional Notes: The game is ONLINE ONLY, and therefore requires a stable internet connection and WMP in order to be
played

English
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Release date for this game is 2007, so I will try to be somewhat forgiving. I recommend it, but not for the full price, since the
game is so old. Wait until it is on sale, or included in a bundle.

The developers were obviously attempting to be silly, with the corny story line. I actually didn't mind the starving hero,
ridiculous French villain, or the henchman who refers to himself in the third person.

What bummed me out was the hidden object scenes themselves. The scenes consist of random objects stuck all over
backgrounds that have nothing to do with the story line. Looking for a diving flipper? Why yes, there it is, affixed to the ceiling
in what looks like an Egyptian temple... Makes perfect sense! Unfortunately, such hidden object scenes are pretty typical of the
genre ten years ago. We've come a long way since then, thank goodness!

Be glad that the game is relatively cheap (particularly when on sale), and it does go by quickly. Consider it a retro hidden object
game.. I can't get this dumb game to work with a joystick. It won't allow me to do a barrow roll.. Wish there was a neutral rating
for games like this... Not bad because I like card games combined with RPG elements but this one has some serious flaws (too
repetitive, lack of content etc) and mostly the end game. It sucks so much.... Brought this game because i remember playing the
first one on ios years ago which i enjoyed alot. Played this for about 12 minutes and completely gave up on it. In the short time
of playing it gave me motion sicknees due to its use motion blurring when looking around. The gameplay and even just the
interface menu has a delay when moving the mouse which adds on to the overall bad quality of this game adding on to the pile is
the lack of help or any gameplay tutorial, it bascaiily throws you into the game without any knowledge whatsoever. I was
originally going to keep the game because i had faith in the developers that i knew could produce a good game (Machine World
1) but when i checked the developers page for updates i realized that Trino Games has gone back to its old habits of complete
radio silence. These same developers did the same to the first machine would with promises of "new and exciting" updates
which really meant ' WERE GOING TO BE SILENT FOR YEARS AND THAN OUT OF NO WERE REALEASE A
SECOND INSTALMENT VIRTUALLY GIVING UP ON THE FIRST ONE". I advise you to not buy this game until the
developers are back on board with actully making a playable game which in all honesty may never happen.. It doesn't work wast
of money. Flashback is a remake of an old time classic. Sadly, I can't recommend this. And it's not because I'm a fan of
the original who's hating on new things which are introduced in this remake. The new controls system and levelups are
fine with me. But what really bugs me about this remake is it's technical side, the game graphics are blurry, the
gameplay is bugged. I stopped after 30th attempt at finishing stealth mission. The stealth executions just don't work,
Conrad just does his takedown animation and the enemy just keeps going. I can't understand how they allowed this
bug into the game.

Pros:
- Nostalgia
- Responsive controls
- Interesting story
- Fast-paced gameplay

Cons:
- Bugs
- Blurry graphics
- Mediocre voice acting

I'd say buy this after sometime when the bugs would be fixed, but it's 4 years after release and they're still here.. It
pains me to discourage anyone from picking up this game. However, the publisher that owns the rights to this game
failed to provide a game that can initialize without requiring the customer to do ALL the background work to make it
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run. On and off for the past 8 months I've tried to follow the customer generated guides to get the game functional
with no sucess.

This is an amazing game from my childhood that everyone, who enjoys resource management/town builders, should
play.

Unless the game gets fixed, no one should buy this product from Steam. I'll be looking elsewhere to find a site that sells
a functioning game.. I can't recommend this game enough, it is an absolutely amazing game with awesome memorable
characters and stories. The game has a fantastic soundtrack and a gorgeous pixel art style. If you are into visual novels,
or you are looking for something to kick back and relax to, then this is your game.
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You like toast, right? You wake up in the morning, pop your bread in the toaster. Maybe put a spread of some kind on it.

Well too bad! Minions are here to ruin your breakfast.
Are you going to let that happen?

Fight back with your 8-bit toaster oven!
Outfit him with unlocked hats and clothing! (I prefer the Monocle and Top Hat)
Shoot toast like projectiles at various baddies!
Break crates to get awesome power ups!
Upgrade your bread to exploding bagels, rapid fire english muffins, or the fire baguettes like missles!
Belly-Flop!
Prevent the enemy from reaching the alarm clock!
SAVE YOUR BREAKFAST!!!. The DRM on this makes it nearly impossible to play.. The first day at school can be stressful,
especially for a blind kid. Eight-year-old Ian is happy he can bring his guide dog North along, and he will direly need him as
things turn ugly during the preparations of Blue Norholm School's centenary celebration.
Luckily Ian is not alone but has North and the player to help him find his way to the library, the gym, up and downstairs, the
cafeteria...
Hampered by tank-like controls and a rigid camera angle like in an old-school horror game, we pilot North either with or
without Ian by his side.
Actions in game are limited to the necessary: sneaking, running, barking, to explore every section and lure enemies away to open
up the path for Ian.
The tightly defined camera and controls are no real default but another means to increase the retro-ish tension through gameplay
alone, adding to the macabre atmosphere visibly drawn from Tim Burton movies such as Frankenweenie.
Yet don't let yourself blind by Ian's Eyes' eye-catchingly cute graphics for the game gets difficult right after the start requiring a
strong learning curve to continue, and playing until the suprising end takes quite some patience plus lines to be added to the
merciless death counter.

Ian's Eyes can be tough, but overcoming the most difficult sections with strategy and skill is rewarding in itself for players that
like mastering challenges. Sindie Games\u2019 debut title certainly merits being played and enjoyed.

Read the full user review on: http:\/\/www.gamespot.com\/ians-eyes\/user-reviews\/2200-12712571\/. Well it's super easy if you
ever passed 3rd grade and it doesn't control all that great.

Oh and it gave me the blue screen of death.. I am simply entranced... thank you, Mr. Lobser.
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